We propose interactive verification protocol (VP) that utilizes the concept of verification set of participants. Verification set of participants (VSoP) is the set of the secret participants that are needed to verify their shares. In order to test validity of the shares, all shares belonging to the participants from the VSoP are required. Verification structure (VS) is the superset containing all verification sets of shares. Both terms (VSoP, VS) are closely related to authorized set of participant and general access structure , respectively. Moreover, we consider verification sets of participants that are subsets of authorized sets of participants.
, sharing scheme, where v denotes number of participants in verification sets. When participants belonging to the authorized set want to recover the secret, they first run VP for all VSoP-es contained in that set. In the example from above, VP is run for        
Conclusions
Presented VSS has the following features:
-works for any secret sharing scheme, -does not require cooperation of the trusted third party, -can be implemented for general access structure, -its efficiency is not related to the number of dishonest participants, -does not weaken security parameter of underlying secret sharing scheme. The last requirement means that no extra information about the secret is revealed. For example perfect secret sharing scheme, when used with proposed VSS, still remains perfect. The information rate for the secret shares is always smaller than one, even for underlying ideal secret sharing schemes. In the particular design it can be made close to one.
